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Logic is Many Things

Logic

Computer Science and 
Artificial Intelligence Philosophy 

Mathematics and its 
foundations

 Reasoning and 
Argumentation 



Recall —  
What to Expect from this Course

Learn about 
propositional, 

predicate, modal, 
and inductive logic

Learn how to write 
formal proofs, both 

semantic and 
syntactic proofs

Learn some history 
and philosophy of 
logic along the way

Learn about !
logical puzzles and 

paradoxes



The Firmest Principle of Logic

 Principle of Non-Contradiction 
(PNC): !
!

not-(A and (not-A))!
!
A and not-A cannot both be true !
(at the same time)

Why should 
we accept 

PNC?



A “Semantic” (Algebraic) Argument for PNC: 
Statements Can Be Assigned Only 0’s or 1’s

Let X stand for some statement. Clearly, X and X is the same as X. So, in 
algebraic notation, we can write X*X=X. (This was Boole’s idea, namely 
that “and” can be understood as the operation of multiplication.)!
!
Now, if X*X=X holds, then X can only have value 0 or 1. !
!
By algebra, X*X=X implies X-(X*X)=0, which implies X*(1-X)=0.!
!
We can interpret X*(1-X)=0 as saying that X and not-X is false, where 
multiplication stands for “and,” the expression “1-X” stands for “not-X,” 
and “0” stands for falsity. In other words, X*(1-X)=0 says that 
contradictions are false, and this is (a version of) PNC. 
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Historical Aside: 
George Boole’s Algebra 
of Logic (mid 19th century)

✤ Statements have value 0 or 1 
only!

✤ The connective “and” is 
understood as multiplication!

✤ The connective “not” is 
understood as subtraction



A “Syntactic” Argument for PNC: 
A Contradiction Implies Anything

1.  A and not-A !
2.  A!
3.   A or B!
4.   not-A!
5.   B

By assumption!
from 1!
from 2!
from 1!
from 3, 4

This shows that from a contradiction 
anything follows. But if so, our logical 
system would become trivial because it 
would yield an argument for anything. !
Hence, some might conclude that we 
must reject contradictions.

Similar to the 
syntactic proofs 

you’ll do in week 3 
of the course.



But Have we Really Established that the 
Principle of Non-Contradiction Holds?



Maybe Some 
Contradictions Exist…

A contradiction is a 
statement like !
A and (not-A)

Consider the sentence!
!

“this sentence is not true”!
!

If the sentence is true, 
then it is not true.!

!
If the sentence is not 
true, then is true.

Thus, the sentence “this 
sentence is not true” is 
true and it is not true. 
Contradiction!

One solution: 
Require that 
statements cannot 
(self-)refer to their 
own truth value.

Another solution: 
Admit that there are 
contradictions.  Here we need a logic 

that can handle 
contradictions.

This solution does not 
require us to admit of 
contradictions.



Can There Be a Logic that Admits 
of Contradictions?



Certain Logicians Believe that 
Some Contradictions Are True

Graham Priest

Dialethism: 
The view that some 
contradictions are true

Paraconsistent Logic: 
The type of logic needed 
to avoid the effect of 
“from the contradiction 
anything follows”



Another Important Logical Principle

 Contrast it with Principle of Non Contradiction (PNC): !
!

not-(A and (not-A))!
!
“A and not-A cannot both be true (at the same time).”

 Principle of Excluded Middle (PEM):  
!

(A or (not-A))!
!
“Either A is true or not-A is true.” Are PNC  

and PEM 
equivalent 

or not?



A “Semantic” (Algebraic) Argument for PEM

Let X stand for some statement. Clearly, the following holds by algebra:!
!

(1-X)+X=1!
!
Let addition stand for “either…or,” the expression “1-X” for “not-X,” and 
“1” for truth. In other words, (1-X)+X=1  asserts that either not-X or X is 
true, and this is (a version of) PEM. 

Note that algebraically PNC looks like this:!
X*(1-X)=0!



Classical and Non-Classical Logic

 Classical Logic: 
Both the Principle of Non Contradiction and the 
Principle of Excluded Middle hold.

 Intuitionistic Logic: 
Only the principle of Non Contradiction holds. !
The Principle of Excluded Middle does not hold. 

Paraconsistent Logic: 
It avoids the effect of “from the contradiction anything 
follows” so that even the Principle of Non 
Contradiction need not hold. 

Non-
Classical



A Semantic Principle

 Principle of Bivalence (PB): !
!
Every statement A is either true or false!
!
Every statement can be assigned 1 or 0 



Can We Solve the Liar Paradox by 
Denying the Principle of Bivalence?

The liar paradox is the one 
triggered by the statement 

“this statement is not true”





Fuzzy and Multivalued LogicsSuppose 
statements are 
assigned truth 

values between 
0 and 1. 

Suppose the 
statement “this 
statement is not 
true” is assigned 

value 0.5.

Does this 
solve the 
paradox?

Zadeh, Inventor of Fuzzy Logic

The statement would be 
half-true and therefore also 

half-false.



 Principle of Non Contradiction (PNC): !
!

not-(A and (not-A))!
!
A and not-A cannot both be true (at the same time)

 Principle of Excluded Middle (PEM):  
!

(A or (not-A))!
!
Either A is true or not-A is true

 Principle of Bivalence (PB): !
!
Every statement A is either true or false 

The Three Principles Compared

They can be 
expressed through 

logical formulas. They 
are syntactically 

expressible.

It is a semantic 
principle. It is not 

syntactically 
expressible. 



And What About This?

Consider!
!
“the next sentence is not true”              “the previous sentence is true”!

!
If the first sentence is not true, 
the second sentence is true. 
(Uhm…) Now, the second 
sentence asserts that the first 
sentence is true, so the first 
sentence  is true. 

!
If the first sentence is true, the  
second sentence is not true. Now, 
the second sentence asserts that 
the first sentence is true, so if the 
second sentence is not true, the 
the first sentence is not true.!


